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Motivation 

 SFI traditionally assumes a static code region and 
ahead-of-time verification 
 This prevents dynamic code generation and self-

modifying code 
 Malicious code uses these techniques for evading 

detection 

 However, code generation/modification used by 
legitimate software: JIT compilers and language 
runtimes 
 Java virtual machine, .NET runtime 
 High-performance Javascript engine 
 … 
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The research goal 

 How to accommodate code 
generation/modification while still maintaining 
security? 

 This paper shows this is not so difficult 

 Intuitions 
 Code generation/modification can be allowed as 

long as all the safety invariants are maintained 
• Make sure the new code is still safe 

 Need to deal with multi-threading since code is 
shared  
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Application Programming Interface 

 Three routines for creating, modifying, and 
removing code 

 Application invokes these routines and the 
NaCl runtime will provide the requested 
services 
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Dynamic code creation 

 Goal: adding a new piece of code 
 A multi-step process 

 New code is copied to private memory 
 Verification is performed on the new code 

• Direct jumps target valid instruction start addresses; targets of 
indirect jumps are aligned; reads and writes are sandboxed (on 
x86-64); … 

 After verification, code is copied to the destination 
• Need to avoid other threads executing partially copied code 
• The first byte of a code trunk is written with HLT before copying 

other bytes 

 Similar to how Robusta accommodates dynamic code 
loading 
 Robusta instead uses memory protection (e.g., NX-bit) to 

ensure code is not executed before verification and not 
modified after verification 
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Dynamic code modification 

 A bit trickier  
 Safety still need to be maintained 

 Modifying code may not be atomic 

 Code being modified may be running by other 
threads at the time it is modified 

 Approach 
 Identified a set of constraints placed upon the 

new and old instructions 
• Must be of the same size, with the same 

boundaries; … 
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The update algorithm 
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Dynamic Code Deletion 

 When deleting a piece of code, must ensure no 
threads are running it 

 Approach 
 When the deletion is requested, do not remove 

the code right away 
• First disable the piece of code by using HLT instructions 

(without removing the code) 

• Wait for each thread to call into NaCl service runtime 
and ensure its program counter is outside the code 
piece 

• After all threads have done so, remove the code 
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Evaluation 

 V8 Javascript engine and the Mono CLR implementation 
 On both x86-32 and x86-64 

 Porting 
 Modified the instruction-emission phase to use the new API 
 Separate code and data regions 
 ILP32 on x86-64 

• This is a limitation of NaCl on x86-64; they essentially used the 32-bit 
mode for data 

 Porting seems nontrivial 
 v8-32: 1972 lines changed/added 
 v8-64: 5005 lines changed/added 
 Mono-32: 2469 lines changed/added 
 Mono-64: 3240 lines changed/added 
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Performance 

 Varies between benchmarks, languages, … 

 V8 JavaScript Engine 
 V8 Benchmark Suite: x86-32: 28%; x86-64: 

51% 

 SunSpider100: x86-32: 32%; x86-64: 60% 

 MonoJIT SciMark C# Benchmark Suite 
 x86-32: 2%; x86-64: 21% 

 I would say the overhead is quite significant, 
especially on x86-64 
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Why x86-64 has more overhead? 

 Software based sandboxing of reads and 
writes 

 x86-32 uses hardware segments 

 Their usenix security paper on x86-64 only 
sandboxed writes, not reads 

 NOP padding overhead Is more significant 

 NaCl’s x86-64 implementation uses 32-bit 
data model, creating additional slowdown 
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Sources of Overheads 
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 Observations 
 NOP padding’s overhead is significant (would be 

avoided by CFI) 
 Overhead of runtime validation of code 

modification is quite small 



Other Evaluations 

 NOP Optimizations 

 Which NOP instructions to use can have an 
effect on performance 

• For V8 Benchmark, ranging from 30%-60% 

 Variations on Micro-architectures 

 Sandboxing overhead might differ between 
different micro-architectures 

• x86-32: 24%-35% 

• x86-64: 41%-100% 
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Some Possible Future Work 

 Overhead is quite large 

 Can get rid of the NOP overhead through CFI 

 Can reduce sandboxing overhead of 
reads/writes through Bin’s work 

 It seems the basic framework for code 
generation/modification can be extended to 
cover more advanced safety properties like 
CFI/XFI 
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Not Organized 
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